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The Reviewing Procedures 
The reviewing procedures of The Polish Cartographical Review are based on the principles 
of anonymity and professional ethics, accepted by the world of science for this type of 
procedures. 
The Editorial Staff, publishing an article, follows the certain guidelines:  
1) Articles, submitted to the Editorial Board or to the Editor, are analysed from the point of 
view of issues discussed. The external reviewers are selected on this basis. The key 
choice is the theme of the article (e.g. cartographic methodology, theory of cartography, 
problems of the geographical information system, remote sensing, the history of 
cartography). 
2) Reviewers are selected - as far as possible - from the outside research groups and 
scientific units for which the author, who sent the text to the editor, is affiliated. 
3) each article is attributed to at least two people, who write a review. 
4) The editor reserves the right to ask for a third review, if a) the text received is of the 
interdisciplinary character b) there is a large discrepancy in the reviews’ basic 
assessments. 
5) Reviews are fully anonymous – this applies to both authors and reviewers; 
6) The basic obligatory document for the reviewing process is the reviewing form of The 
Polish Cartographical Review.   
7) Persons reviewing may, if they deem it appropriate, suggest changes or apply necessary 
amendments to the copyright text. 
8) List of reviewers is published in the most recent annual edition of the quarterly.  
